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DISCHARGE RATE-LEVEL FUNCTIONS FROM DORSAL COCHLEAR NUCLEUS 
SINGLE UNITS IN RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC AND ELECTRICAL STIMULATION 
OF THE AUDITORY NERVE 
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Discharge rate-level (I/O) functions possessed by dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) units were examined, in response to bipolar electrical stimulation ofthc 
cochlea of the barbilUrate-anesthetizedcat. Spontaneously active units usually possessed nonmonotonic functions with a minimum, and spontaneously inactive 
units usually possessed monotonic functions or nonmonotonic functions with a maximum (NM+). In response to acoustic high-pass filtered noise, the function 
relating discharge rate and cutoff frequency resembled the same unit's I/O function to electrical stimulation. The 110 functions to acoustic characteristic tones 
were usually monotonic or NM+. These results suggest that in the DCN, a prerequisite for the generation of acoustic-like responses with an electrical stimulus 
may be the matching of the cochlear place and spatial extent activated by each stimulus. 

INTRODUCTION 

A logical strategy for cochlear implants is to mimic the 
response of the auditory system to acoustic stimulation with 
the application of electrical stimulus, so that the hearing 
sensations generated by the implant can be recognizable and 
useful to the implantee. This study explored the neurophysi
ological basis for hearing with a cochlear implant by examin
ing discharge rate-level (I/O) functions of single units within 
a brain stem nucleus, the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN), to 
acoustic stimuli and bipolar electrical stimulation of the 
auditory nerve with a cochlear implant. From this analysis, an 
attempt was made to identify electrical stimulation strategies 
capable of mimicking DCN neural responses to acoustic 
stimuli, and recommendations are made for the implementa
tion of more natural or "acoustic" sounding cochlear im
plants. Studying the DCN extended previous studies from 
this laboratory that have explored the response of auditory 
nerve fibers 1 and ventral cochlear nucleus (YCN) units2•3 to 
electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve with a cochlear 
implant. The DCN is characterized by strong suppressive 
responses,4,5 as well as the excitatory responses that dominate 
responses from the auditory nerve and YCN. 

METHODS 

The methods have been described in detail elsewhere.6 

Responses to electrical and acoustic stimulation were ob
served from single units in barbiturate-anesthetized, hearing 
cats. The scala tympani was electrically stimulated with a 

small version of the University of Melbourne/ Cochlear Ply 
Limited multiple electrode array. If done carefully, the im· 
plant operation did not affect hearing, as measured by brain 
stem responses to tone pips and clicks. Therefore, responses 
to both acoustic and electrical stimulation were recordedfrom 
the same DCN unit. The electrical stimulus was a 100
millisecond (ms) burst of biphasic current pulses, 100 to 200 
microseconds per phase, 200 pulses per second, presented 
every 400 ms. Ten or 50 trials were collected for each 0.2-mA 
increase in current between 0.2 and 2.4 rnA. 

The DCN responses characteristic frequency (CF) tones 
were recorded over a range of stimulus intensities, at lO-dB 
steps from the unit's threshold to the maximum intensity 
delivered by the stimulus generation system (93 to 120 dB 
sound pressure level, depending on calibration and frequency). 
The acoustic response areas and characteristic frequencies 
were obtained for all units by methods described elsewhere.6 

For high-pass filtered noise (HPFN), the cutoff gradient was 
96 dB per octave, and the stimulus parameter varied was 
cutoff frequency. 

The I/O functions were described in terms of their shape. In 
a monotonic (M) I/O function the discharge rate increases 
with stimulus level, and may saturate. In a nonmonotonic 
function there is a maximum (NM+) or a minimum (NM-). 
This classification describes both the sign of the initial gradi
ent of the I/O function (positive for M and NM+, negative for 
NM-) and the observation ofa turning point (always present 
for NM+ functions, often present for NM-, and notpresentfor 

Fig I. Examples of discharge rate-level (YO) 
functions in response to electrical stimulation ~::o: :51 ~=[c=;=J from dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) units 
(round open symbols) and, for comparison, %.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 %.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 

rnA rnA auditory nerve (AN) fiber (A. triangular sym
bols). For all dala, stimulus duration was 100A B milliseconds (ms), and repetition interval 400 
ms. A) Auditory nerve, 200 pulses persecond 
(Pps), 200 microseconds (IJ.S) perpbase, mono
tonic (M) 110 function; DCN, 200 pps, 100 liS 
per phase, MilO function. B) DCN, 200 pps, 
100 I4S per phase, nonmonotonic (NM)+ I/O ~ =f :; :- . J ~ =[ .. ; :;] function. C) DCN, 2OOpps. 100 IJ.S per phase, 
NM- 110 function. D) DCN. 200 pps. 100 liS 

%.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 %.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 per phase. NM- 110 function. 
rnA rnA 
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DISCHARGE RATE-LEVEL (110) RJNCTIONS IN RESPONSE 
TO ACOUSTIC AND ELECfRICAL STIMULI 

CFTone 

M NM+ NM-
Electrical M 7 (7) 5 (1) 

NM+ 4(2) 

NM 10 (0) 5 (0) 5 (0) 
Table demonslrales correlation belWeen 110 functions from eleclricalstimulation and 
characteristic frequency lones, respectively. Each enlly inlo Table represents data 
from one DCN unit, in which responses 10 both acoustic and eleclrical stimuli were 
recorded. Number of spontaneously inactive units are in parentheses. M - mono
tonic UO functions, NM+ - nonmonolonic I/O functions with maximum. NM- 
nonmonolonic I/O functions with minimum. 

M functions). 

RESULTS 

The DCN units generated M (Fig lA), NM+ (Fig lB), and 
NM- (Fig lC,D) shaped I/O functions to electrical stimula
tion, in contrast to responses from auditory nerve fibers and 
VeN units, in which only M-shaped functions have been 
observed. An M-shaped I/O function from an auditory nerve 
fiber is included for comparison (Fig lA, from the data of 
Javel et all). Note that although Fig 1C,D demonstrate NM
shaped I/O functions, since the initial gradient of both curves 
is negative, these units differed in their response to higher 
stimulus currents. Figure 1D is an example of a unit in which 
the discharge rate remained low at i!:2 rnA current, and Fig 1C 
is an example of a unit in which the discharge rate rose after 
the minimum. 

The Table compares unit responses to acoustic and electri
cal stimulation. Each entry into the Table represents the 
response of one DCN unit to both CF tone and electrical 
stimulation. The numbers of spontaneously inactive units in 
the Table are indicated in parentheses. All spontaneously 
inactive units possessed M and NM+ functions, regardless of 
the type of stimulation. Spontaneously inactive units could 
not display NM- I/O functions, since their "background" 
discharge rate was zero. Responses of spontaneously active 
units are now described. Most units generated NM- I/O 
functions to electrical stimulation (Fig 1C,D and Table, 20 of 
26 units). The I/O function constructed by ploUing discharge 
rate against HPFN cutoff frequency (Fig 2C) resembled the 
same unit's I/O function constructed by ploUing discharge 
rate stimulus current (Fig 2B). All units had suppressive 
responses to a range of acoustic tone frequencies higher than 
CF (ie, high-frequency "inhibitory" sidebands). (The term 

inhibitory is placed in quotes since neuronal inhibition is not 
observed directly in single unit studies. However, the term 
"inhibitory sidebands" is established in the literature, since 
there is indirect physiological evidence4-7 and direct physio
logical evidence8-10 for neuronal inhibition within the DCN.) 
In response to CF tones, I/O functions were M or NM+ shaped 
in 21 of26 units (Table and Fig 2), and of these, 15 of21 were 
associated with electrically evoked NM- shaped I/O func
tions (16 of 21). In 5 units, both CF tone and electrical stim
ulation evoked NM- shaped I/O functions (Table and Fig 3). 

DISCUSSION 

In response to electrical stimulation, the shapes of I/O 
functions possessed by DCN units were M, NM+, or NM-, 
but auditory nerve1 and VCW units possess only M shaped 
functions. The diversity of DCN response may be due to 
strong inhibitory processes, which have been observed di
rectly from brain slices in response to electrical stimulation of 
the auditory nerve,8,9 and inferred from evoked potential7and 
single unit studies.6,11 In addition, intrinsic properties ofDCN 
unit membranes may contribute to suppressive responses.9,10 

In comparing responses to acoustic and electrical stimula
tion, it was observed that all I/O functions from spontane
ously inactive units were shaped M or NM+, and thus had 
initially positive gradients. In this respect, responses to CF 
tone and electrical stimulation were similarfor spontaneously 
inactive units. However, for spontaneously active units, CF 
tone-evoked I/O functions were usually M or NM+, but I/O 
functions to electrical stimulation were usually NM-. The 
following is a plausible explanation for this difference. It is 
suggested that the differences between CF tone and electrical 
I/O functions could be due to differences in the cochlear 
region activated by each stimulus as intensity (current) in
creased. The place and extent ofthe cochlear region activated 
is determined by cochlear mechanics for acoustic stimuli12 

and by current spread through the cochlear scalae for electri
cal stimulation. l3-l7 The cochlear region activated affects a 
DCN unit's response,4 presumably by altering the strength of 
excitatory and suppressive drives to the unit.4,5 In the follow
ing paragraph this interpretation is elaborated, and applied to 
the results from this study. 

On the basis of cochlear mechanics, it is thought that 
acoustic tones activate discrete regions of the cochlea, in a 
cochleotopic distribution from cochlear apex to base, as tone 
frequency increases. 12 Neural activation at the cochlear place 
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Fig 2. Acoustic characterization revealed characteristic frequency (CF) of4.125 kHz with threshold of28 dB sound pressure level (SPL). I/O functions 
are in response to acoustic CFtone (Fig lA), electrical pulse train (bipolar stimulation on apical two electrodes, 200 pps, 100 !-IS perphase, 100ms duration, 
400 ms repetition interval, Fig IB), and high-pass filtered noise (HPFN, Fig lC). Response to HPFN (96 dB per octave cutoff, 93 dB SPL unfiltered) 
was examined, since extent and location of cochlear region activated by HPFN, as cutoff frequency decreased, approximated cochlear region activated 
as stimulus current was increased: in both cases, base of cochlea is activated initially (ie, at low current or high cutoff frequency) and region activated 
spreads apically via scalae as current increases or high-pass cutoff frequency falls. I/O function to HPFN approximated I/O function to electrical 
stimulation, consistent with idea that discharge rate is function of cochlear region activated by stimulus. 
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corresponding to CF usually generates, in DCN units, 
excitatory drive at lowest stimulus levels, as evidenced by the 
preponderance of M and NM+ UO functions to CF tones. 
Activation of the cochlear region basal to CF suppresses the 
DCN unit's response, as evidenced by the consistent observa
tion of high-frequency inhibitory sidebands. The DCN units 
usually possessed NM- UO functions to electrical stimula
tion. This could be explained by the nature ofcurrent spread 
through the cochlea: for stimulating electrodes located in the 
basal turn of the cochlea, current spreads from basal cochlear 
regions apically, primarily via the scalae.13-17 Therefore, the 
cochlearregion corresponding with the "inhibitory" sideband 
would be activated at lower currents, leading to an NM- UO 
function. In a similar manner, the cochlear neural activation 
from HPFN spreads from the cochlearbase, apically, as cutoff 
frequency decreased; this could explain the similarity in UO 
functions for both electrical stimulation and HPFN. Five 
units possessed NM- UO functions for both acoustic and 
electrical stimulation, indicating that these units were most 
sensitive to, and dominated by, inhibitory drives. 

On the basis of the above discussion, it is suggested that a 
prerequisite for the generation ofacoustic-like responses with 
an electrical stimulus may be the matching of the cochlear 
place and spatial extent (ie, the cochlear region) activated by 
each stimulus. Therefore, it is recommended that cochlear 
implants should generate current distributions that approxi
mate thecochlearregion activated by an acoustic stimulus. Of 
existing speech-processing strategies, the vocoder or band
pass-mtered multiple-channel strategies, such as Speak,18 
operate on principles most alike those recommended. Cur
rently, these strategies translate energy from an acoustic 
frequency band into electrical stimUlation of a specific intra
cochlear electrode, thereby mapping frequency cochleotopi
cally onto intracochlear electrodes. However, the capacity of 
cochlear implants to match the cochlear regions activated by 
acoustic stimuli could be improved with better modeling of 
cochlear mechanics by the speech processor, and refinement 
of the intracochlear electrode to maximize control over cur
rent distributions.l9 

CONCLUSIONS 

, In order to generate acoustic-like responses from DCN 
I~ units with electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve, it may 
.. ' be necessary to match the cochlearplace and spatial extent (ie, 'I 

the cochlear region) activated by the acoustic and electrical 
"I 

I stimuli. This would appear partiCUlarly important if the dy
II namic range of an acoustic stimulus is to be mimicked with 
Ii electrical stimulation. It is suggested, therefore, that more 
,I acoustic or "natural" sounding cochlear implants may result 

if current distributions match the cochlear regions activated 
by the acoustic stimuli. Refinements to vocoder systems may 
best achieve this aim. 

0.8 1.2 1.6 
rnA 

Fig 3. Acoustic characterization of this unit re
vealed CF of 13.6 kHz with threshold of 40 dB 
SPL. CF response was inhibitory and therefore 
unit was classed as response area type IV. I/O 
function of this unit is plotted in response to 
acoustic CF tone (A) and electrical pulse train 
(bipolar stimulation on apical two electrodes, 200 
pps, 200 J1S per phase, lOOms duration, 400 IDS 

repetition interval; B). Forboth stimuli, I/O func
tion was minimum. 
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